Two hours. just two hours on a sunny Sunday morning at St Anne's College, Oxford. Not a lot of time to discuss the past and future of the National Health Service, praised and criticized in equal measure all over the world since the day it started 50 years ago. But it turned out to be two hours well spent. A refreshing minimum of weasel words and slogans. A maximum of thoughtful comment.
For example, stressed by several speakers, both on the platform and among the audience, was something that many people seem blissfully unaware of. The parrot cry of too much bureaucracy is always with us, but how many recognize that much of the clinical information, collected by busy staff with the object of comparing causes and outcomes, is so crude-or so incomplete as to be almost worthless. Is enough being done to recognize and address this?
There were four speakers. Each was asked to be brief to allow the whole of the second hour for audience participation. The Principal of St Anne's, Ruth Deech, who chaired the meeting, explained that the idea was to start with someone working at the beginning of life (Lord Winston) and finish with the care of the elderly (Sir John Grimley Evans). The filling in the sandwich was provided by Professor Susan Greenfield, the neurophysiologist, and Professor Jean Golding, who studied mathematics at St Anne's before going into epidemiology. Perhaps both were chosen partly because they are not medically qualified. Sure enough, each had a bit to say from the poor patient's point of view (doctors being generally assumed to have no experience of being patients) and both seemed in no doubt that until very recently hospital consultants 'never listened to anyone'. 'I'm going to talk very generally about the NHS', said Lord Winston. In less than 15 minutes he covered a lot of ground, explaining quietly and persuasively why he is concerned about the way the NHS is going. He was not the only speaker to be worried by the new idea that hospital budgets and priorities should be controlled to a large extent by general practitioners. Perhaps inevitably, try as he might to stress how much he appreciated that theirs was a difficult job, there was a GP in the audience who was not at all pleased with the tone of his remarks on this subject and said so.
Flat 82, Pegasus Grange, Whitehouse Road, Oxford OX1 4QQ, UK Linked to this was the fear of further inroads into the shrinking support for basic research. Academic medicine is threatened by the internal market-still with us in spite of Labour hostility when in opposition. We also live in a society suspicious of science and Susan Greenfield felt especially strongly about this. It is in the very nature of scientific enquiry, she said, that nobody knows how it will turn out or where it will lead; and it is a serious error not to realize this a point later supported from the floor, where there was a sprinkling of distinguished academics.
The proliferation of specialized medical centres was another worry. More and more units means that each sees fewer and fewer cases, especially of some uncommon conditions. This is bad for senior staff and bad for their trainees.
Jean Golding summarized some of the problems faced by epidemiologists. Child mortality has dropped dramatically, but several kinds of child morbidity are increasing and she was quite cross that the big statue in the Millennium Dome, previously to have been that of a mother and child, is now to be that of a man and woman. One of her subjects was the psychology of anti-smoking campaigns; it seems that people often feel more strongly about something that could harm others than they do about something that could harm themselves. An interesting insight into human nature. Susan Greenfield did not want to denigrate gene therapy but doubted whether it will ever help anyone's mind or brain. She criticized the current explosion in information technology: 'you can't download the brain into silicone technology'. And she was worried about children learning from screens rather than from books 'it could produce a different kind of mind'.
John Grimley Evans banged the drum for the specialty of geriatrics (which, like oncology, did not exist when the NHS began) claiming a 'huge improvement' in the care of the elderly as a result of closer attention to their individual needs. He said all the right things about treating patients and not just disease, but failed to score 10 out of 10 for tact and modesty when he seemed to claim that this idea came from consultant geriatricians and only later penetrated to other professionals. Along with a swipe at 'politicians thinking only of costs' he demanded 20% more money for the NHS (surely, a million miles away from what any government is likely to feel is possible). He also warned of E-4 vet another peak in the number of elderly at about the year 2011. But he was enthusiastic about achieving less disability in old age. In the USA this is already being seen, partly from healthier life styles.
What else? Several people warned of the danger of putting a reduction in wkaiting lists ahead of all other goals. Somebody gloomily said that the 'principle of caring has been lost', but others thought that NHS care was often excellent, it was just more patchy than it should be; and too many patients have unrealistic expectations (yet partnership with patients, said one of the audience, was the solution to our problems). Should the NHS just concentrate on treatment and let someone else worry about prevention and screening? Should there be a special tax for the Health Service? And Robert Winston repeated what he had said recently on television (when a man was filmed dying), that there is too much of a taboo surrounding death.
Meanwhile down the road at Christ Church (Oxford's cathedral) they were getting ready for an afternoon service of thanksgiving for the NHS, at which the RSM's President, Sir Christopher Paine, gave the address, but not before 'a moment of silent reflection' was shattered by a disabled woman in the congregation loudly proclaiming that Oxford was a City of Sin. Her anguished cries continued to echo and reverberate through this vast and ancient place of worship (as no doubt have the cries of others like her through the centuries) until her gentle removal was complete. We were immediately asked to pray for her and for her concerns. And then a young surgeon brought us down to earth with a brief address such as I have not heard before at a religious service. He simply gave examples of current dilemmas (or should we say eternal dilemmas?) for those working away in the front line. A bed becomes available in a special unit. Who gets it? A 90-year-old university professor? A much younger man who smokes 40 cigarettes a day and refuses to give up? A woman struggling to care for two aged relatives? They can't all have it. Not immediately, anyway. Who has priority?
'Wrenaissance' at Shoreditch Health Centre Early in this century there was a renewral of interest in architectural styles associated with Sir Christopher Wren, including the use of baroque ornamentation. Festoons of fruit, foliage andl flowvers flow from a medallion of mother and child, above the entrance to the neo-Georgian 
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